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Color Splash Blaffer Gala 2017
identity / print / digital / 3D / event
client: Blaffer Art Museum

Celebrating Blaffer Art Museum’s annual fundraising gala, Color
Splash includes a colorful identity and invitation suite designed
true to the event theme. The invitation suite includes: save the
date, invite insert, reply card, and reply envelope packaged into a
unique self-mailer invitation. An event program and menu were
designed for the brilliantly hued evening, accompanied by an
auction swatch book and auction sheets for the silent art auction.
Color Splash sunglasses, coffee sleeves, digital signage, even
custom towel napkins, and more decorated the museum to honor
guests during the vibrant and colorfully lit night.

/ Publications /
“...Over 160 guests packed the Blaffer Art Museum for its brilliantly
hued 2017 gala [Color Splash].” — Houstonia
“Vibrant Blaffer Art Museum gala was a such bright affair, it’s no
wonder the guests wore shades”— Culture Map Houston
Featured in Houston City Book

Second Wind
print / 3D / identity / digital

Brand identity and collateral of a mobile post-workout
rejuvenation center. Geared towards people who work out and
exercise regularly, the Second Wind offers recovery services and
products after workout regimes. Identity system includes brand
guidelines of print, signage, packaging and digital touchpoints.

The Ferris Wheel
illustration / digital / motion

Video animation based on Pagan Kennedy’s “Who Made That
Ferris Wheel?” article. Through hand illustration juxtaposed
on archival images, this animation portrays George Ferris in his
childish innocence. His Ferris wheel is invented through a child’s
simplicity, a bird, and a water wheel empowered by a dream.

“I leave it to you, ladies and gentlemen, to say if the wheel
is still in my head”
– George Ferris

Save 8
digital

Save 8 is a website addressing the shortage of organ donation.
The site brings awareness on how one donor can save up to
eight lives. Using simple photography and typography, eight
different everyday objects are indexed as potentially donated
organs. Executed in a poetic approach, Save 8 says to behold
one’s overlooked possessions.

School of Art Viewbook
identity / print
client: University of Houston School of Art
Viewbook Juried Finalist, 2016.

Identity and collateral for the University of Houston School of Art
to attract future students and to supply information to current
ones. The collateral includes an online portfolio view-book,
promotional postcards, and loose program curriculum sheets.
The identity showcases the School of Art as a conglomerate of a
student body with its own creative perspective.

en/gulf: Ecopoetics of the Gulf and Bay
print / digital / motion / exhibition / 3D / collaboration
client: Cynthia Woods Mitchell Center for the Arts
Society of Experiential Graphic Design, Honor Award, 2017

en|gulf: Ecopoetics of the Gulf and Bay is a collaborative
exhibition by the Graphic Design and Creative Writing programs
of the University of Houston. By researching and experiencing the
local ecology of Galveston Bay, en/gulf uncovers a narrative of the
environment’s beauty and susceptibility through ecopoetry. The
exhibit showcases a book of letterpress broadsides, an installation
of 70 glass jars, and a series of poetry videos.

How to Walk on Water
digital / motion / exhibition / collaboration
client: Cynthia Woods Mitchell Center for the Arts
Society of Experiential Graphic Design, Honor Award, 2017

As one element of en/gulf: Ecopoetics of the Gulf and Bay, this poetry
video explores the tension of walking on water. Based on the poem
by Dana Kroos, “How to Walk on Water” combs through eerie,
yet calming footage of the Galveston Bay landscape. The author’s
delicate memories hide within local ecology, just as all fleeting
moments are breathed in and out.

The MODest Cookbook
print

A coffee-table cookbook that sparks an eclectic approach to
understanding the ubiquitous Mod subculture. Using the relatable
medium of food, accompanied with an underlying humor found in
the subversive Mod movement, this book displays twelve recipes
in the aesthetic and typographic attitude of the subculture.

Mr. Teller’s Traveling Tales
digital / illustration

This is an interactive storytelling app designed for kids to
experience different storytelling methods. Led by a main
character, users travel along to and participate in worlds of
oral, auditory, performing, visual, and digital storytelling.
Lively illustrations are used to appeal to a younger audience
in support of this storytelling game app.

Accepting Intermarriage
data visualization / print / digital

Data visualization poster that examines how the rise in
intermarriage trends has transformed its public opinion.
Demographic shifts of marriage growth rates and couple pairings
are paired with data visualizations surveying public attitudes,
views and perspectives with data sets based on Asian, Hispanic,
Black and White ethnicity groups. Accepting Intermarriage
illustrates positive demographic and cultural growth of the U.S.
society coming together through intermarriages.

Compelling Exchange
3D / environmental / designed spring 2016 / collaboration / installation
client: Jack J. Valenti School of Communication
UH Jack J. Valenti School of Communication, Environmental Design Award, 2016

This environmental wall proposal turned into a permanent
installation for the University of Houston Jack J. Valenti School of
Communication. Compelling Exchange emphasizes the school’s
information exchange of human experiences that inspires current
and prospective students to create their own exchange and
narrative within their field. Displayed through a miniature model
and informational booklet, this proposal is defined by its concept,
formal elements and estimated budget.

